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Parliamentary debates, speeches 
and online recourses 

Transcripts of Bulgarian Parliament debates – 1999

http://folk.uio.no/kjetilrh/bulg/Parliament/

• These transcripts are made by Ivanka Mavrodieva from 
recordings made at the Sociolinguistics Laboratory at Sofia 
University of broadcasts from the debates of the 7th Great 
National Assembly on 31 October, 1990. They appear here 
with the kind assistance of Angel Angelov. 

The texts amount to a total of approx. 20.000 words.You may 
view the three parts separately by clicking in the table of 
contents below, or download the entire text in Apple 
Cyrillic or CP1251 (Windows) encoding (approx. 50 K).

http://folk.uio.no/kjetilrh/bulg/Parliament/par.sit
http://folk.uio.no/kjetilrh/bulg/Parliament/par.zip


Introduction

• The research comprises the survey of the changes
of Bulgarian language from 1990 to 2017;

- semantic, lexicographical and derivational
characteristics of the new terms concerning the
legislation in connection with the European
integration process and with the implementation of
the Republic of Bulgaria’s policy as a full member of
the EU.



Corpus

• The corpus includes 50 speeches delivered 
from 1990 to 2017:

- speeches from parliamentary debates

- presidential statements in the National 
Assembly

- addresses during the parliamentary debates

- parliamentary reports



The State Institutions
National Assembly



Political environments after 1990

• Diplomatic relations between Bulgaria and the European 
Community was established during the socialism in 1988. 

• The Great National Assembly adopts a Decision on 
Bulgarian’s willingness to become a full member of the 
European Community in 1990. 

• The 37th National Assembly approves Bulgarian’s official 
application for full membership in 1995 and in the same year 
Bulgaria submits an official for membership in the European 
Council in Madrid. 



Political environments after 1990

• The Joint Parliamentary Committee Bulgaria-EU 
was established in 1995, it functioned successfully 
to 1999 and 9 sessions are held for this period. 

• Simultaneously Association Committee Bulgaria-EU
had held sessions and take active part in the 
integration process.



Political environments after 1990 EU 
integration  and language 

• The 37th National Assembly established new parliamentary 
committee in 2003 and it was named European Integration 
Committee. 

• This Committee worked successfully from 2003 to 2005 and 
the deliberations on legislation in connection with the 
European integration. 

• The 40th National Assembly decides to rename the same 
committee as European Affairs and MPs worked hard and in 
a business manner from 2005 to 2009, i.e. whole mandate. 

• 2009 - The 41st National Assembly renames for second time 
the committee European Affairs and European Funds 
Control. 



European Identity
and political speeches

The first group used more abstract and ambiguous phrases
from communist ideology and they present very amorphous
ideas.

Alexander Lilov from the BSP declared his position as a political
slogan:

“For Bulgaria – a sovereign and independent state and
integrated in Europe.”

Jan Videnov from the BSP:
“Our country should take a well-deserved place on the Balkan

crossroad, in the United Europe together with new partners
from West and East but no in undeveloped Third world”.



European Identity 
in language level 

DHA  1995-1999

The second group used new terms in spite of more of them is 
abstract and forecasting. 

Petar Stoyanov from the UDF said that Bulgarian citizens and 
politicians “should support strategic desire for European 
integration”. 

Ivan Kostov from the UDF inspired and suggested that the full 
membership in the EU is very important for Bulgaria: “It is 
necessary to work constructively and to find ways to Europe 
because all of us believe that we can show in the future that we 
accept the integration of Bulgaria in the European Union as 
our main priority.” 

Ahmed Dogan, MP from the MRF supports the integration and he 
has used some terms: “the including of Bulgaria in European and 
world affirmative economical and financial structures”.



European Identity 
in language and rhetorical level

The language manifestations are a result of mixing of law 
notions, formulations and phrasings with ideological slogans 
and appeals.

Shengen zone

Philip Dimitrov from the UDF made pathetical protest against 
this decision and he said that “Bulgaria is placed in the same 
column with Butan, Burundi and Bangladesh”. - 1995

“The United Democratic Forces will continue to fight to strike 
out Bulgaria from the negative list and we will continue to 
fight for incorporation to all European structures.”



European Identity
in language level

1990 - 1997 - Words presenting block confrontation (West and 
East), they used couples of words indicating polar meaning
(democracy – communism, freedom – totalitarian) and 
different word in connection with the European integration
(Europe, the United Europe, European Community, the 
European Union, EU, European structures).

1997 - 2007 - more Bulgarian politicians and MPs had begun to 
use more terms and law notions. 

2007 – 2011 - Bulgarian political orators improve their 
competence regarding the European integrations but they 
continue to show emotionally their support. 

2011 – 2017 – EU funds,  EU – two speeds, migration, security. 
stability, Bulexit - Belgium politician 



European Identity
in language level

Nickolay Mladenov from the UDF: 

Bulgaria has no interest to accept Europe in two speeds – 2010 
- when one part of the European Union will integrate fast at 
the expense of others countries”. 

Tomislav Donchev from The Citizens for European Citizenship 
of Bulgaria - Europe in two speeds – 2017 



European Identity
and presidential rhetoric

• Every Bulgarian President  take part in the political 
life and particularly in the process of European 
integration and he express his position in front of 
parliamentary audience, for example: 

• “Bulgaria can, and must, be an active participant in 
the debate regarding the formation of the new, 
common energy policy of the European Union. And 
this is not only, or not so much, because it was in 
the energy field that we paid the highest price for 
our addmision to the European Union.” (Georgy 
Parvanov’s speech -11.01.2007)



European Identity
and rhetoric

• The Bulgarian politicians use metaphorical language 
but the feature is that the image and verbal code 
are encoding easy because the metaphors are 
petrified and they lose the figuratively meaning. 
These combinations of words have positive 
connotation, for examples: „European home“, 
“European family“, „big European family“, “new 
member of the European family“, „European 
language family“, “European language portfolio” 
„European language frame“, “linguistic diversity in 
Europe” or “European linguistic diversity”. 



European Identity
and rhetoric

• „My home and my European family“, „Paint your 
European family“. The state institutions and media 
in Bulgaria create video clips, publish them in the 
official sites and broadcast them in the social 
networks: „Our big European family” 
http://vbox7.com/play:8935ab58 (VBox7 is an 
analog of YouTube). Other project is named 
positively “What is European home and how to 
build it?” The activities includes “the European Day 
of Languages”
http://edl.ecml.at/Home/Whatisit/tabid/1760/lang
uage/en-GB/Default.aspx

http://vbox7.com/play:8935ab58
http://edl.ecml.at/Home/Whatisit/tabid/1760/language/en-GB/Default.aspx


European Identity
and ministerial  rhetoric

• Intertextuality has interesting manifestation in 
dialogues during the first session of the 41st National 
Assembly as a reflection of the utterances made in 
media and press-conferences by prime-minister 
Bojko Borissov and the leader of the BSP Sergey 
Stanishev. CEDB’s orators in the parliament hall 
repeat key phrases firstly delivered by Borissov: 
revisions, audits, verifications and controls
organized by the new government in accordance 
with the “Program Declaration for the Priorities for 
European Development of Bulgaria”. 



European Identity
and parliamentary rhetoric

“We call on the Bulgarian Government to intensify the 
country’s preparation for the EU membership and to 
keep the National Assembly informed of the progress 
made, so as to ensure that the efforts leading to 
Bulgaria’s successful membership of the Union proceed 
in a timely and competent manner.” 

(Declaration of the 39th National Assembly of the 
Republic of Bulgaria expressing support for Bulgaria’s 
accession to the European Union on 1 January 2007). 



Conclusion

• In conclusion we can say that the European identity 
have changed as a result of the changes in political 
environments, international relations, the 
development and progress of the state institutions 
in accordance with rationalization and realization of 
social, political and communication roles of 
Bulgarian politicians and statesmen.



Conclusion

• Political language is an instrument and it has 
manifestations concerning European identity. 

• European identity has been presented on different 
levels: linguistic, discursive and rhetorical. 



Bulgaria and the EU
1990-2011

20 April 2009 – the National Assembly

130 years from Assembly

Video speech of the President of the 

European Parliament Hans-Gert Pöttering

1992 - D-r Gelyo Gelev –

the leader 

of the United Democratic 

Forces, the first 

democratic elected 

president and one of 

initiator for the European 

integration of Bulgaria
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